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Writer:  Tero Eerikäinen

1 Intended use

Steam-Elmo steam generator is used in pilot hall for e.g. Marubishi fermentor
sterilization and heating Centri-Therm evaporator. Also Diessel vessel is a potential
target for steam generator use.

2 Safety

When sterilizing the reactor or the valves, don’t touch the metal parts without gloves,
because they might be extremely hot and there is a risk of burns. Also face visor is
recommended for protecting from steam and steam leaks.
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3 Instructions

3.1 Water on, close bottom valves, switch main switches, fill, switch on heat

Before the use, set on feed water. Water goes to a feed tank. If it is empty you may use
separate hose to fill the tank. The yellow feed pump feed the water, but sometimes you
may need to open the bottom screw to remove air
from the feed line.:

Check that steam drying / vessel emptying valves are closed like in the pictures below:

Switch on the the long black main switch on the wall, and switch on Steam-Elmo main
switch (puoliteho or täysteho). If the generator is empty, you must first wait that it will
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be filled. Filling is needed to reach between the meter limits, otherwise heating is not
possible to switch on:

Then you can set on the Steam-Elmo heating (green push button) too. Wait until enough
pressure and heat is gained. You can open for a short while the blue bottom valve to dry
the steam. Then you can open the line (slowly) to the target vessel. Monitor during the
use that temperature and pressure remain high enough. Sometimes there has been
problems that steam generator goes off without any obvious reason. Switching on again
can be done then. After finishing, if device is not to be used for some time, empty the
generator vessel opening blue bottom valve.
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4 Problem situations

In a problem situation in which the problem cannot be solved with a separate manual (in
Finnish) in pilot hall, contact Tero Eerikäinen or Jari Keto. Sometimes there has been
e.g. pressure limiter swich latched, and pressing this green button in the pressure limiter
after opening upper the side wall can solve a problem when no heating is possible:

Following pages are copies of certain pages from manual in Finnish:
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